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J. M. STURGILL AND JEFF FLANARY 
versus 
THE COMMONWEALTH OF ;vJRGINIA. 
PETITION FOR WRIT OF ERROR. 
To the Honorable Justices of tlie Supreme Court of Appeals 
of Virginia: · 
Your petitioners, J. M. Sturgill and J e:ff Flanary, complain 
of a judgment and order of the Circuit Court' of Wise County, 
Virginia, entered on the 21st day of April, 1939, overruling 
· their motion to dismiss a prosecution against them, therein 
refusing to dismiss the prosecution and striking their plea 
from the record (R., pp. 60, 61). 
A transcript of the record, duly certified, is presented here-
with. 
FACTS IN THE CASE. 
The whole controversy in this case is the action of the Cir-
cuit Court of Wise County in refusing to dismiss a prosecution 
for felony against petitioners under Section 4926 of the Code 
of Virginia on plea and motion of petitioners on the· ground 
that petitioners had been held for three regular terms of the 
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Court after the indictment was had, and none of the reasons 
for holding them under that section existed. 
•Petitioners were indicted jointly with Wilmer Whited 
2* at the March term of the. Wise County Circuit Coµrt on 
a charge of murder (R., p. 41). The continuance at the 
March term of Court, the term at which the indictment was 
had, is excluded by the statute. 
At the March, 1937., term of the Wise County Circuit Court 
the case was continued on motion of the Commonwealth (R., 
p~ 41). This April 6th continuance was a continuance of the 
March, 1937, term of the court and does not count against 
the Commonwealth. 
At the next term of court, to-wit,. the July, 1937, term the 
case was continued on motion of the attorney for the Com-
monwealth (R., p. 42). 
At the October, 1937, term of court the record shows that 
the case was continued on motion of the defendants (R., p. 43). 
At the April, 1938, term of the court, the defendants having 
elected to be tried separately, Wilmer Whited was tried and 
there was a mistrial. At the same term of the court the fol .. 
lowing order of continuance was entered: 
''INDICTMENT FOR MURDER 1162. 
'' Commonwealth, Plaintiff, 
v . 
. Jeff Flanary and John TV. Sturgill, Defendants. 
''This case is hereby continued" (R., p. 46). 
At the July, 1938, term of the Court the case was continued 
for the defendants (R., p. 49). 
At the October, 1938, term of the Court, which was •con .. 
3* tinued into January, 1939, Wilmer Whited was again tried 
and found guilty by the jury of murder in the second de-
gree. At the same term of court, to-wit, on February 2nd, 
1939, the following order of continuance was entered: 
''INDICTMENT FOR MURDER 1162. 
'' Commonwealth, Plaintiff, 
v . 
• Jeff Flanary and John TiJT. Sturgill, Defendants. 
"This case is hereby continued generally" (R., p. 49).-
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Thus it will be seen from the records that petitioners have 
been held three regular terms of the Circuit Court of Wise 
County, exclusive of the term at which they were indicted and 
the two terms at which the case was continued on their mot.ion, 
and none of the exceptions set forth in Section 4926 of the 
Code exist. · 
GROUNDS OF ERROR. 
I. 
The Court erred in striking out the plea of petitioners to 
be discharged from the prosecution, and erred in refusing to 
discharge them from further prosecution under the indict:. 
ment, they having been held three terms of court after. the 
indictment was returned and none of the reasons and excep .. 
tions contained in Section 4926 of the Code being shown. 
II. 
The Court erred in admitting evidence of C. I. Fuller as to 
orders entered in the line controversy between Scott and 
Wise counties and in admitting records of that controversy 
(R., p. 6, et seq.). 
The Court erred in permitting C. I. Fuller to testify as 
to why the order of April 9th, 1937, '' this case is continued'', 
was so entered and what was meant by it (R., p. 17, et seq.). 
IV. 
The Court erred in permitting the witness, C. I. Fuller, to 
testify that there were not sufficient number of jurors present' 
at the term of court at which Wilmer Whited was tried 'to 
try d~fendants (R., p. 19, et seq.; answer, p. 21). 
v. 
The Court erred in permitting the attorney for the Com-
monwealth to ask the witness, C. I. Fuller, if the defendants, 
now petitioners, made any demand for trial (R., p. 21). · 
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VI. 
The Court erred in permitting the Commonwealth's attor-
ney to ask and the witness, C. I. Fuller, to answer as to what 
took place when that order of continuance of February 2, 
1939, was ente~ · and the witness to answer; and also as 
to who prepared the order (R., p. 22). 
VII. 
The Court erred in permitting the attorney for the Com-
monwealth to ask the witness, C. L Fuller, if the term "gen-
eral continuance" was much used in Wise County, and as 
to what the term '' continued generally'' was used to mean, 
~nd permitting the witness to answer the same (R., pp. 23-
25). 
5* •vru. 
The Court erred in permitting the attorney for the Com-
monwealth to ,ask the witness, C. A. Johnson, former Clerk 
for Wise County, and permitting the witness to answer what , 
the term'' general continuance,r meant (R., pp. 26-28). 
IX. 
The Court erred in permitting the attorney for the Com-
monwealth, Fred B. Greear, to testify as to what took place 
between counsel for the Commonwealth and counsel for the 
petitioners relative to the continuances (R., pp. 29-31). 
x. 
The Court erred in permitting the witness, C. I. Fuller, to 
testify as to what took place between him and the Court as 
to the entrance of the continuing order on February 2, 1939,. 
and as to verbal direction of the Judge (R., pp. 36, 37). 
ARGUMENT. 
The contention of petitioners is that the terms of the statute, 
Code Section 4926, under which this motion is made, being a 
· criminal statute must be strictly complied with in order to 
bring the Commonwealth within one of the savings set forth 
in the statute. In the very terms of the statute, '' Every per-
son against whom an indictment is found charging a fe]ony 
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and held in any court for trial, whether in custody or not, 
shall be forever disr.harged from prosecution for the offense, 
if there be three regular terms of the circuit or four of th(;,I 
corporation or hustings court in which the case is pending 
in which he is so held without a trial unless the failure to 
try him was ca.used by * • «< ' ' (here the statute gives and 
enumerates the exceptions). One of the reasons is a con-' 
tinuance granted on the motion of the accused; another is the 
inability of the jury to agree. 
6* *The contention of the Commonwealth was that the 
two terms at which the case was continued in the fol-
lowing language, '' This case is continued'', '' This case is con-
tinued generally'' comes within the term '' continued on mo-
tion of the accused'', and, therefore, there was only one regu-
lar term of the court at which the case was continued for tht, 
Commonwealth. 
The contention of the petitioners is that the statute means 
what it says and that the record must show in express term's 
that the case was continued on motion of the accused. And. 
further, it is the contention of petitioners that the record of 
the court is the exclusive evidence and that no verbal nor parol 
evidence is admissible to contradict, vary or explain the record 
as to the continuances. 
The Court in passing on the case did not pass on the point 
as to whether the continuance in terms '' this case is con-
tinued'', and in terms '' this case is continued generally'' wert~ 
continuances for the Commonwealth, but decided on the 
grounds that there was a mistrial at one of those terms and 
hence it did not count. At the March, 1938, term there was a 
mistrial as to Wilmer Whited, but not as to petitioners. See 
opinion of the Court at pp. 37, 38 of the Record in which the 
Court gives his opinion and reason for overruling petitioners' 
motion to be discharged. Now, the Court was undoubtedly 
in error in holding that a mistrial as to Whited and the pe-
titioners not being on trial, was a continuance at a term of 
court when there was a mistrial. The statute was dealing 
directly with the party at whose trial the jury failed to agree, 
and not as to parties who were not on trial. 
As to the two terms of the court where the case ~was 
71!; continued in terms not stating specifically at whose in-
stance the case was continued, these terms count against 
.the Commonwealth under the express provisions of thr 
statute, unless the record shows it was continued on motio11 
of the defendants, now petitioners. 
There is no such thing in c-riminal law as a general con-
tinuance. Cases are always continued for either the plaintiff 
or for the defendant, so it was continued at both of those terms 
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for the Commonwealth, the record not showing that the con-
tinuances were on the motions of the petitioners. 
Petitioners allege and represent that all of the parol evi-
·dence above referred to that undertook to either vary, ex-
plain or contradict the record as to the continuances was 
frrelevant and inadmissible. and that the record itself con-
stituted the only and exclusi,Te evidence as to the continuances . 
. The witnesses above referred to are C. I. Fuller, deputy 
clerk, C. A. Johnson, ex-clerk, and Fred B. Greear, the attor-
ney for the Qommonwealth, their evidence and the pages of 
the record being referred to in a former part of this petition. 
There are a number of Virginia decisions on this statute, 
but none directly in point on the contention of the attorney 
for the Commonwealth as to what is a continuance for the 
Commonwealth. Attention is called to the fact that the statute 
does not say '' a continuance for the Commonwealth", but 
· says '' unless the continuance was on the motion of the ac-
cused''. · 
This section, 4926 of the Code of Virginia, is discussed by 
Judge Burks in the case of Butts v. Commonwealth, 145 .Va. 
800, but the discussion deals largely with the law as an ab-
stract proposition and as to what is meant by the constitu-
tional provision for a speedy trial. The Court says in this 
case at page 806, ''What constitutes a 'speedy trial' within 
the meaning of the constitution has been interpreted by the 
legislature in section 4926 of the Code", and then quotes that 
section. In that *·case the Court held that the reason of 
8"' delay was the motion of the defendant. for a new trial; 
that it was held up at his instance and, furthermore, thP. 
point was not made in the lower court. No motion was made 
foi' a discharge there, the motion for a discharge hav~ng been 
first made in the appellate court. In the case at bar petitioners 
made the motion at tlie first time available after the last con-
tinuance (R., p. 40). 
In the Butts case, s-u,pra, at page 810, there is some dictum 
to· the effect that before a defendant can avail himself of the 
relief provided for in the statute he must have made a demand 
for a trial or resisted the continuance, and some authority is 
cited. In looking up the cases cited it appears that those 
decisions were founded on statutes providing that trial must 
be demanded or continuance resisted. 
Petitioners are advised that there may be other exceptions 
not mentioned in Section 4926 of the Code of which the Com-
monwealth may avail itself, but there must be like reasons 
or something brought about by the conduct of the defendant, 
such as is mentioned in the case of W adl~y v. C ommonweaUll, 
J.M. Sturgill & Jeff Flanary v. Commonwealth. 7 
98 Va. 803, in whicl1 the defendant procured an injunction 
from the Federal Court restraining and enjoining the attor-
ney for the Commonwealth from the use of the records, thus 
preventing the Commonwealth from trying the case. 
No such grounds, nor anything akin to them exist in the 
case at bar. 
Your petitioners, therefore, pray that a writ of error and 
supersedeas be granted them from the jud~ent of the Cir-
cuit Court of Wise County; that upon a hearing that the 
judgment of said court be reviewed and reversed; that pe-
titioners may be forever discharged from prosecution in the 
cases complained of *in this record; that all other, fur-
9• ther and general relief be granted them as to which they 
are entitled; and, as in duty bound they will ever }Jray, 
etc. 
0. M. VICARS, 
R. R. PARKER, 
S.H.BOND, 
? , • 
Attorneys for Petitioners. 
Scott County, to-wit: 
J. W. STURGILL, 
JEFF FLANARY, 
Petitioners. 
I, S. H. Bond, an attorney practicing law in the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia, do certify that in my opinion 
there is error against the petitioners and in favor of the 
Commonwealth in the foregoing case of J. W. Sturgill and 
Jeff Flanary v. The Commonwealth of Virginia for which a 
writ of error and sitpersedeas should be· granted; that upon 
· a hearing and review the Judgment of the . Circuit Court of 
Wise County should be reversed; and that the petitioners 
herein should be discharged from further prosecution. 
I further certify that I have mailed a copy of this petition 
to Fred B. Greear, Esquire, attorney for the Com.mo~wealth 
for Wise County, Virginia; and, that in case a writ ~f error 
aud supersedeas are awarded, petitioners expect to use this 
petition as their brief. 
.Received August 17, 1939. 
S.-H. BOND, 
Attorney . 
P. W. C. 
Sept. 12, 1939. Writ of error and s1tpersedeas awarded by 
the court. No bond. 
M. B. W. 





J. M. Sturgill and J e:ff Flanary, Defendants. 
INDICTMENT FOR MURDER. 
Pleas before the Circuit Court of Wise County. 
Be it remembered that heretofore, to-wit: on the 5th day 
of April, 1939, the defendant, J. M. Sturgill and Jeff Flanary, 
filed in writing their joint plea in the Circuit Court of Wise 
County, which plea is in the words and figures, following, to-
wit: 
page 1 ~ Virginia : 
In the Circuit Court of Wise County. 
J .. M. Sturgill and Jeff Flanary 
ads 
The Commonwealth. 
The defendants say that the Commonwealth ought not to 
have and maintain this prosecution against them for this, to-
wit: 
They are held in the Circuit Court of Wise County on a 
charge of felony and they have been held in said court for 
trial, and since they have been so held there have been three 
regular terms of said court, and the failure to try them was 
not caused by their insanity, or by reason of their being con-
fined in the hospital for the insane for care and observation 
by witnesses for the commonwealth being enticed or kept 
away or prevented from attending by sickness or inevitable 
accident, or of continuance granted on motion of the said de-
fendants, or by reason of their escaping from jail or failing 
to appear according to their recognizance, or the inability 
of the jury to agree in their verdict, or where there was no 
court held at the regular term, or where there was court 
held and for any reason it would be injudicious, in the opinion 
J.M. Sturgill & Jeff Flanary v. Commonwealth. 9 
of the court, to ha.ve jurors and witnesses summonsed for 
that term, and of this they vouch the record. 
0. M. VICARS, 
S. H. BOND, p. d. 
Endorsed: 
''Filed Apr 5, 1939. 
CHAS. I. FULLER, D. C.'' 
In the Circuit Court of Wise County, Virginia. 
J. M. Sturgill and Jeff Flanary 
ads 
Commonwealth of :Virginia. 
Motion of the Defendants to dismiss the case and be dis-
charged from further custody and from further prosecution, 
on the grounds that three terms of the Circuit Court have 
passed since they have been in custody, since the indictment 
was made, at which there have been continuances not on the 
motion of the defendants, nor for any of the reasons set forth 
in Section 4926 of the Code of Virginia, 1936. 
By Judge Bond : If the Court please, this cas~-the def end-
ants have :filed a motion in writing, or a plea in writing, ask-
ing to be discharged from further prosecution in this case, 
the reasons set forth in the plea. We now wish, in support 
of that plea, to introduce all of the orders entered in the 
case of The Commonwealth v. C. W. Whited, Jeff Flanary and 
·J. M. SturgHl. It is all one indictment. Leave Whited out. 
By the Judge: I expect that possibly they should 
page 3 ~ be actually introduced as I haven't seen them. · 
By Mr. Greear: I have copies of all of them. 
By the Judge: You might take the copies and compare them 
and introduce such as you want to introduce. 
By Judge Bond: vVe wish to introduce the order entered 
on Monday, the 22nd of March, 1937; also the order entered 
on the 6th day of April, 1937; order entered on the 6th of 
August, 1937; order entered on the 5th day of November, 1937; 
· order entered on the 7th of April, 1938; order entered the 
9th of April, 1938; order entered on the 10th day of August, 
1938; order entered on the 27th of January, 1939; order en-
tered on the 2nd day of February, 1939. If there are other 
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orders-I presume Mr. Greear got them all-we would want 
them all. 
Mr. Greear: That is all the orders except the orders dur-
ing the trial of Whited when there was an order enter'ed each 
day. 
page 4 ~ Mr. Vicars : Are these all the orders in the case 
against the three Y 
Mr. Greear: All except the orders entered during the trial 
of Whited. 
Mr. Vicars: It is admitted that the defendants, Jeff Flan-
ary and J. W. Sturgill, have been held for trial under bond 
since the finding of .the indictment against them, and are now 
being so held. 
CHAS. I. FULLER, 
after being duly sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
Mr. Greear: 
Ql. Your name Charles I. Fuller Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q2. What is your occupation Y 
.,A. Deputy Clerk for the Circuit Court of Wise County. 
Q3. How long have you been Deputy Clerk Y 
page 5 ~ A. Since January 1, 1936. · 
Q4. What duties do you have as Deputy Clerk, 
what part of the Clerk's duties do you perform Y 
A. I wait on the Court, Board of Supervisors. 
Q5. Who prepares the general orders of the Court? 
A. I do. 
By Judge Bond: The defendants object to the fore going 
question and any answer because irrelevant and immaterial. 
The orders entered in these cases are the best evidence and 
exclusive evidence. The orders of the Court are a verity and 
cannot be altered or changed by parole testimony. 
By the Judge : I overrule the objection. 
By Judge Bond: Defendants. except. 
By Mr. Greear: I might state that no one is attempting to 
change the orders. I am merely asking if he prepared them. 
Q6. Mr. Fuller, I show you copy of several orders entered 
- in the Circuit Court of Wise County, with reference 
page 6 ~ to a boundary line between Wise County and Scott 
County, and will ask you to inh'oduce those order, 
if they are correct. 
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Chas. I. Fuller. 
By Mr. Vicars: We object to this evidence because in-
competent, irrelevant and immaterial. 
By the Judge: I overrule the objection. 
By Mr. Vicars: Exception. 
A. These appear to be correct copies of the order.:. 
( Orders filed and marked Exhibit 1 to the evidence of C. L 
Fuller.) · 
Q7. I now show you an order entered in this Court on 
Saturday, April 9, 1938: '' Commonwealth, plaintiff, against 
indictment for murder 1162, Jeff Flanary and J. W. Sturgill, 
defendants. This case is hereby continued.'' Did you pre-
pare that order? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q8. Were there any other proceedings had according to 
the orders of the Court on that same day with regard to 
that same indictmenU 
By Judge Bond: Defendants' counsel except to the fore-
going question and any answer thereto because the 
page 7 ~ records themselves would be the best evidence arid' 
the only evidence admissible in this motion. . 
By the Judge: I took it that you were asking if there were 
any further records Y 
By Judge Bond: He said proce·edings. 
By Mr. Greear: I mean these orders that you have intro-
duced. 
A. It appears that the record of the mistrial in the case 
of Whited, who was indicted under the same indictment as 
Jeff Flanary and J. W. Sturgill, on the 9th day of April-
By Judge Bond: We object to the answer of the witness 
and move to strike because the. record is the only evidence 
and parole evidence is not admissible. 
By the Judge : As I understand, he is reading irom the 
record. 
By Judge Bond : Then the record speaks for it-
page 8 -~ self and parole evidence is still incompetent. 
By. the Judge: I take it that the next question 
would be to introduce that part of the record. 
By Mr. Greear: That has been introduced. 
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Q9. Why was that order of April 9th entered: '' This case 
is hereby continued," and what was meant by iU 
By Judge Bond : The foregoing question and any answer 
thereto excepted to by the Defendants by counsel because the 
order speaks for itself and no explanation of why, or any 
reason is necessary. That is the order of the Court and any _ 
explanation of it is incompetent and inadmissible. , 
By the Judge: Do you have any authorities on thaU 
By Mr. Greear: I have authority the other way. _ 
By Judge Bond: No, sir, but the 1·eason for an order-
this is the order of the Court. ·why that order was 
page 9 ~ entered needs no explanation; it speaks for itself. 
It is a verity and you can't attack it any way. 
By the Judge: I agree with you there, but if an order isn't 
clear as to what it means, the evidence is admissible to show 
what that order is. 
By Judge Bond: You can't take the evidence of a witness 
on the construction of a written instrument, and especially 
the order of a Court. This Section under which we are pro-
ceeding says that unless the continuances are for the reasons 
set forth in that statute-and the reasons must be spread 
upon the record. There· is one record there-one continuance 
showing that upon motion of the defendants it was continued. 
We don't recall, or have any recollection of the defendants 
continuing it at that term of the Court. We can't say now 
that was a mistake. That is a verity. Now this order says it 
is continued. Unless it was continued for some of the reasons 
set forth in that Statute 4926. It must state on 
page 10 ~ the record. You would destroy the validity 
of the records of the Court if you permit parole 
evidence to be introduced explaining what is meant by that. 
The Court is judge of that. You take a contract-yon can't 
introduce evidence there unless there was an ambiguity in · 
it. Say unless there were two George Mortons. You could 
introduce evidence to show which George Morton it was. No 
evidence is admissible to show what an order meant. 
By Mr. Greear: In regard to this matter. In the case 
of Gehl v. Baker, 121 Virginia 23. In that case the counsel 
for the defendant had been injured in an accident and the 
Judge of the Circuit Court wired counsel for the plaintiff 
advising him that the other counsel was injured. Then c-0un-
sel for plaintiff went to the Hospital to sec counsel for the 
defendant, but he had been discharged. He then went ahead 
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preparing for the trial. In the meantime the Judge went 
to see the counsel for defendant, and wired counsel for plain-
tiff that counsel would be unable to come to the 
page 11 } Courthouse, and that his case would be continued. 
All of those facts were brought in and allowed to 
be testified to, and all the ·order that was entered was that 
'' This case is continued'' and then they broug·ht in all the 
facts and allowed all the evidence to show why the order was 
entered, in a controversy that arose over it later. 
There are other statutes besides Section 4926. In a number 
of cases our ·court of Appeals held that those continuances are 
not chargeable to the Commonwealth because it stands con-
tinued automatically. 
Common-wealth v. Varner, :}ncl Va. Cases 62. 
Commonwealth v. Gou;rd, 2nd Va. Cases 47. 
Click v. Commonwealth, 21 Gratt. 777. 
Then Section 4890 of the Code, which provides that there 
shall be no discontinuance by reason of the failure of the Court 
to award process, or to fail to order discontinuance; that the 
Court should hear evidence as to how the order was 
page 12 } entered and what the facts and circumstances are 
surrounding, it. 
By Judge Bond: Those cases are not in point with this 
case. They don't touch on this issue at all. Vv e are dealing 
here with a criminal statute that must be strictly construed 
ag·ainst the ,Commonwealth, founded on the Constitution, the 
Bill of Rights, that a defendant charged with crime has a 
right to a speedy trial, and the Court in the Butts c·ase there 
goes ahead and says that this Statute-that tliat was the ob-
ject of the enactment of the statute, and that statute defines 
what a, speedy trial was. 
By the Judge: It seems to me that the case in which Judge 
Burks delivered the opinion, in which he seemed to hold that 
these continuances were had with no objection by the defend-
ants, that they dicln 't count. 
By Judge Bond: That is the Butts case. I don't think he 
holds that. He indicates and cites certain cases. I believe 
,one is in Ruling Case Law. Run that clown and you will 
find that that was founded on a statute that had 
page 13 ~ that provision that if the party did not resist that 
it wouldn't count. I believe it was a California 
case. 
14: . Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
Chas. I. Fuller. 
- By Mr. Greear: The Butts case used this Janguttge: 
. "If he had claimed,.his right it should have been accorded 
him, but he did not do so and must be termed to have waived 
it.'' 
That is the language of the Judge delivering the opinion, 
not quoting from any one. 
By Judge Bond : He is dealing with that particular case 
there. Butts was convicted in that case and on his motion 
he asked that the verdict of the jury be set aside· and that he 
be awarded a new trial. The Court held that up for two years 
and then passed on it, and it was on his motion that it -was 
held up and the Court said that if he had come in and in-
sisted, but it was continued at his instance. Those proceedings 
were delaved at his instance. 
page 14 } Furthe1:more, the main point on which the Court 
refused to review was tl1at that point was not 
- raised in the lower Court and you could not raise it for the 
first tirrie in the Circuit Court of Appeals. Suppose we had 
gone along here and let our men go to trial and appealed to the 
Court and said nothing about that and made no motiori to 
dismiss, then that Butts case would have been in point. Be-
cause we couldn't raise it for the first time. That was the 
whole point in that case. 
· By M;r. Greear: But in this case at bar this very con-
tinuance that I am going to show wa·s on account of the sever-
ance asked by the defendants' counsel who were counsel for 
Whited and the other defendants, and it was on their motion 
that these continuances were caused, not from anY.thing the 
Commonwealth did. ' 
By Judge Bond : You are trying to vary the record by 
parole evidence, something that the record doesn't show, and 
the law says in order for the Commonwealth to 
page 15 ~ avail itself of the continuance, the g-round for the 
continuance must be sp1·ead on the record. 
By the Judge: That only applies to where the Court does 
it because he thinks it inexpedient to summon a· jury and 
to have a trial. 
By Mr. Greear: You have several case that say that the 
reasons set forth in the Statute do not exclude others. 
By Judge Bond: You take the ·waddell case in Wythe 
- County, where the defendant procured a Federal injunction, 
enjoining the use of the records. I think that case was maybe 
J.M. Sturgill & Jeff Flanary v. Commonwealth. 15 
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-continued two or three years. The Federal J.udg~_ enjoined the· 
Commonwealth Attorney and the officers of Wythe County 
from the use of the records. It was a. case of embezzlement, 
as I recall. The defendant went into a Federal Court and en-
joined the handling of those records. The Court said that 
that was the man's own fault that he deprived the Common-
wealth of, the use of the records. 
page 16 ~ By Mr. Greear: In Harris v. Coleman, Special 
Commissioner, started in Scott County and trans-
ferred to Wise,· then to the Court of .Appeals, the Court held 
that the records of a court are a verity and decided that case 
on the evidence which was introduced which contradicted the 
record. The record was that a decree was entered that the 
late Sam Coleman had received $2,500.00 for a piece of land. 
The facts were that he had not received any money whatever. 
They went ahead and heard all the evidence, although tl1ey 
stated that the record was a verity, but they heard the fa.cts 
and decided the case against the record, that he did not re-
. ceive any money. 
By Judge Bond: If you will read that case-I sorter grew 
up with it. Judge Campbell, in his opinion emphasized very 
strongly that you could not attack a record at all, that that 
record was a verity. 
By Mr. Greear: Then he turned right around and that 
is what he did. 
page 17 ~ By J'udge Bond: No, sir, they didn't attack any 
of those records. 
By the Judge: I don't believe that you can change or vary 
the record itself, but I am going to hold that evidence of what 
actually took place at the time the record was made, can be 
admitted. 
By Judge Bond: The defendants by counsel except to the 
ruling of the Court in the admission of the evidence asked for 
by the Attorney for the Commonwealth. 
Q9. Now, Mr. Fuller, will you tell us what actually took 
place at the time that order was entered? 
A. The order entered April 9, 1938? 
· QlO. Yes, sir. 
A. It wa.s at the direction of the Court that it was entered 
that the case was continued. This continuance was noted after 
the trial of Whited, which resulted in a mistrial. 
· Qll. Was there any motion shown on the records by the 
Commonwealth for a continuance of those two cases 
page 18 ~ at that time Y • • 
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By Judge Bond: ·The foregoing question and any answer 
thereto a.re excepted to by the defendants by counsel,. because 
irrelevant and immaterial and the record is the best evidence. 
By the Judge: I think that the record speaks for itself on 
that. 
_By Mr. Greear: I was asking 'him particularly with refer-
ence to the docket where he makes his notations-the Judge's 
docket. 
By the Judge: I don't think that would ente1· into it. 
By Mr. Vicars : It is incompetent and moreover even the 
notations on the docket are not competent. 
By the Judge: Yon have asked about the record and the 
record speaks for itself. MYi ruling was that the records can-
not be changed or altered but the facts or things 
page 19 ~ that took place at the time causing the record to 
be made up, the evidence ou that could be intro-
duced. 
By Judge Bond: The defendants by counsel except to the 
ruling of the Court on that point. 
Q12 . .After the trial of Whited, as shown by the record, 
resulted in a mistrial, on April 9, 1938, were there in attend-
ance at that term of Court, jurors for the trial of the case 
against Sturgill and Flanary, charged in the same indict-
ment-qualified jurors Y 
By Judge Bond : The foregoing question and any answer 
thereto are excepted to by defendants by counsel because 
irrelevant and immaterial, and the record would show whether 
there were jurors summoned at that term of the Court. Fur-
thermore, it has been suggested that if tbe Court deemed 
it, for any reason, invedient to summon· jurors, that must 
be spread on the records and the reasons and the record a re 
the best evidence. 
By the Judge: I don't believe that that is admissible be-
cause the Court could have, and probably did have, 
page 20 ~ if trial had been demanded by either side, sum-
moned an additional venire. 
By Mr. Greear: It looks like it would be admissible to 
show whether they were summoned or not. 
By the Judge: The record evidently shows that they were 
not, doesn't it? 
By Mr. Greear: In the record that is introduced it docs 
not show one way or the other. 
By the Judge : Go ahead and let it go in. My present view 
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is that you can introduce evidence of what occurred at the 
time; that is, whether the parties demanded a trial or re-
quested a trial, or what took place. 
By Judge Bond: The defendants except to the ruling of 
the Court on this point and the admission of the evidence, 
because the records themselves would be the best evidence 
and parole evidence, either to contradict or explain a record, 
is not admissible. 
page 21 } ·A. There were not a sufficient number of jurors 
present after the trial of Whited that had not 
heard tl1e trial of Whited, to obtain a panel of qualified jurors. 
Q13. Did either the Commonwealth, by its counsel, or de-
f endant.s, by their counsel, make any· demand for a trial of 
the case against Flanary and Sturgill! 
By Judge Bond : The fore going question and answer there-
to excepted to because irrelevant and immaterial and incom-
petent. 
By the Judge: Go ahead and answer. 
By Judge Bond : Exception. 
A. Not in my presence, not that I heard. 
Q14. I will ask you now to turn to the copy of the order 
entered on February 2nd, 1939, read that order, please sir. 
(The following is an exact copy of the order of February 2, 
1939, as copied from said reeord.) 
page 22 ~ '' :Virginia : 
Circuit Court of Wise County on Thursday the 2nd day of 
February in the year of our Lord Nineteen Hundred. Thirty-
nine. 
Present: The Honorable George Morton, Judge. 
Commonwealth, Plaintiff, 
v. 
Jeff Flanary & J. W. Sturgill, :Oefeudants. 
18 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
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INDICTMENT FOR MURDER 1162. 
This case is hereby continued generally.'' 
Q15. Did you prepare that order? 
A. Yes. 
Q16. What does the record show that transpired with refer-
ence to that same indictment at that term of Court? 
By Judge Bond: The foregoing question and any answer 
thereto excepted to because the records speak for themselves 
and is the best and exclusive evidence as to what it shows. 
By Mr. Greear: It just makes it a little easier to follow .. 
By the Judge: Go ahead and answer. · 
page 23 ~ By Judge Bond: Exception. 
.. A. The record shows that Whited, one of the defendants, 
on this indictment, had been tried and the jury had returned 
a verdict of second degree murder and fixed his punishment 
as twenty years in the pen, and the defendants had moved 
the Court to set aside the verdict of the jury and the Court 
gave them until the 13th of February to file their motion and 
the grounds therefor in writing. 
By Judge Bond: The defendants, by counsel, move the 
Court to strike the question and answer of the witness be-
cause the record speaks for itself. 
By the Judge : · Overruled. 
By Judge Bond: Exception. 
Q16. Is the expression '' continued generally'' used very 
much in the orders of the Circuit Court for Wise County Y 
page 24 ~ By Judge Bond: The foregoing question and 
any answer therS3to excepted to because wholly 
irrelevant and immaterial. The records speak for themselves 
and what the records generally show in other cases has noth-
ing to do with this case. 
By the Judge: Motion overruled. 
By Judge Bond : Exception. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Ql,7. What is the expression "continued generaJly" used to 
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mean in the orders of the Circuit Court of Wise County, and 
in the order that you have there of February 2, _19391 
By Judge Bond: The fore going question and any answer 
thereto excepted to because irrelevant and immaterial and you 
cannot explain what an expression in an order means by parole 
evidence. The order speaks for itself and the interpretation 
of it is .solely for the Court and not for witnesses to explain 
verbally what it means. 
page 25 } By the Judge : Let him answer. 
By J ~dge Bond: Exception. 
A. It is used where cases are continued by agreement of 
counsel and where the continuance is not to prejudice the 
rights of either party in civil cases to recover costs. 
By Judge Bond: The defendants, by counsel, move to strike 
the answer of the witness to the foregoing question because 
it attempts to explain the meaning of an order of the Court. 
If the order was entered by agreement the order should show 
that fact. · 
By the Judge: Motion overruled. 
By Judge Bond: Exception. 
page 26 } C. A. JOHNSON, 
after being duly sworn, deposed and said: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Greear: 
Ql. Your name C. A. Johnson 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q2. Where do you live, Mr. Johnson? 
A. I live in Wise. 
Q3. Were you formerly Clerk and Deputy Clerk for the 
Circuit Court of Wise County 7 . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q4. For how many years did you work in· the Clerk's offic~ 
in this Court! . 
· A. I held public office in the County for about ·40 yea.rs. 
By Judge Bond: The foregoing question and answer ex-
cepted to because irrelevant· and immaterial. · · · · 
By the .Judge : Overruled. 
page 27 ~ By Judge Bond: Exception. 
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A. I served as 38 years as Deputy Clerk and Clerk of ·wise 
County. . l $Etrved two terms as Clerk, one of six years and 
one of eight years, making a total of fourteen years and about 
24 years as Deputy Clerk under various Clerks. 
Q5. During the time that you worked in the Clerk's office 
in this Court who waited upon the Court and prepared the 
Court orders Y 
A. I did the larger part of the time. 
Q6. Was the expression Hcontinued generally" used in 
the Court orders in this Court during that period of time? 
By Judge Bond~ The foregoing question and any answer 
thereto excepted to because irrelevant and immaterial. The 
records are tho best evidence. 
By the Judge: Objection overruled. 
By Judge Bond: Exception. 
page 28 ~ A. They were. 
Q7. "What was tha.t expression "continued gen-
erally'' used to denote when used in the Court orders? 
By Judge Bond: The foregoing question and any answer 
thereto excepted to because irrelevant and immaterial and the 
order speaks for itself and it is the province of a Court and 
not of a witness to interpret what an order says, and evidence 
explanatory of an order is not admissible, but it is the province 
of the Court to say what that means. 
By the Judge: Objection Overruled. 
By Judge Bond: Exception. 
A. It was my understand.ing all along that where an order 
of continuance was made generally it was by the consent of 
the parties or their counsel, where the parties were present. 
I recall· a few instances in which the Court continued,-en-
tered an order of general continuance on his own motion, 
where the parties were not present. 
And further this deponent saith not . 
. page 29 } FRED GREEAR, 
after being duly sworn, deposed and said : 
· I think it ped1aps fitting and proper that I should make a 
statement as a witness in this he&,ring, because there are cer-
tain facts with regard to ~hat has l;>ecn done in the case that 
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counsel on the opposite side and myself are the only ones who 
know about" it. 
When the two orders; namely, that one entered on April 9, 
1938, and the one on February 2, 1939, were entered, or before 
they were entered, at the time that we had completed the trial 
of Wilmer Whited, under the severance asked by counsel for 
the defendants, either Judge Bond or Mr. Vicars, I am not 
sure which one on the first occasion, and I think both of them· 
on the last occasion, came to me and said : 
'' There will be no trial of the other two cases at this term, 
will there ? '' 
Or words to that effect, and I told them I did not think so 
because it was not the custom of the Court to summon addi-
tional jurors, where we had a severance and tried one under 
the indictment. That was all that was said at that time, and 
I had no knowledge of how the orders were made. 
The defendants had not asked for trial at those terms of 
Court and neither had the Commonwealth. 
page 30} Since these cases have been pending, the Com-
momvealth 's witnesses have been summoned to 
Court only three times. All the other continuances were 
made really by agreement of counsel, and I believe that the 
records will show that defendants' witnesses were summoned 
the same three times that the Commonwealth's witnesses were. 
The continuances were entered after conferences between my-
·self and counsel for the defendants. The witnesses were sum-
moned at the March term, at which the Wilmer Whited case 
was tried, which resulted in a hang jury. The witnesses were 
summoned again at the October term, 1938, but due to the ill-
ness of Judge Skeen, that entire criminal docket was con-
tinued to the 16th of January, and the witnesses were resum-
moned, at which time Wilmer Whited was again tried, which 
resulted in a conviction of second degree murder. Those are 
the only occasions on which the witnesses were summoned. 
Also in this case a question of venue was involved, as the 
case had occurred near the County line and at a point where 
there was dispute as to where the line actually was, and coun-
sel for the defendants, Judge Bond and Mr. Vicars, repre-
sented Scott County in that proceeding. Due to that fact it 
was necessary for the Commonwealth to ask for a continuance 
at the first term of Court in March, 1937, but that boundary 
line had been decided according to the Statute in such cases 
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provided, before the case was called at the July term, 1937, 
at which time counsel for defendants had asked for 
page 31 r a stay of execution in order that they might apply 
· to the Supreme Court of Appeals for a writ of error 
in the boundary line case, and it was not until that was de-
cided, the first of 1938, that these cases were actually ready · 
for trial. That was when the witnesses were first summoned 
for the 1\farch-Term of 1938, and Whited was tried according 
to the severance as ask~d by counsel for the def end~nts. 
And further this deponent saith not. 
By Judge Bond: The defendants, by counsel, except to the 
entir~ statement of the witness, Mr. Greear, attorney for the 
Commonwealth, because irrelevant and immaterial and it at-
tempts to explain certain orders of the Court, certain reasons 
for continuances and thereby seeks to vary or contradict the 
record. 
By the Judge : Overruled. 
By Judge Bond: Exception. 
page 32 r C. I. FULLER, 
Recalled for Cross Examination. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Judge Bond : 
Xl. Mr. Fuller, I hand you what is termed at the head of 
it:- "Old Felony Docket, ,vise County Circuit Court." I 
want to call your attention to case No. 1162 on that Docket, 
"Commonwealth v. Jeff Flanary, Wilmer Whited and J. 1N. 
Sturgill". And I want to call your attention further to the 
notion on that Docket in pencil: .'' Continued as to Jeff Flan-
ary and J. W. Sturgill.'' I will ask you in whose handwriting 
the notation "continued as to Jeff Flanary and J. W. Stur-
gill '' is made on that docket? 
By Mr. Greear: I object to the attempted introduction of 
the Court Docket if he is actually trying to change the order 
of the Court. What that pencil notation is has nothing to do 
with it. He can't alter it and vary it, and neither can I. 
By the Judge : I think.that is correct. An order 
page 33 ~ can't be changed. · 
What term of the Court was that Docket for in 
which that notation is entered f 
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By Judge Bond: For the October term, 1938. 
By the Judge: Entered in January? 
By Judge Bond: In February, I believe. 
By Mr. Fuller: The date the notation was made isn't shown 
on the docket sheet. 
X2. I want to ask you if that notation was entered there 
by Judge Morton, if entered by him at all, was entered on the 
day that the verdict was returned against C. W. Whited 7 
A. I couldn't tell whether it was entered' that da:v or a 
later date. ., 
By: Judge Bond: I think that is admissible. It shows that 
that is in the handwriting of the Court and memo-
page 34 ~ rand um from which the Clerk is supposed to make 
his order. 
By the Judge: Unless it is changed by the Court. 
By Judge Bond: We want to show the memorandum from 
which the Clerk made that order. The Clerk is supposed to 
make his orders from the memorandum entered by the Court. 
By Mr. Greea·r: I will agree if you will go ahead and show 
that, if you will agree that I can show by Mr. Fuller how he 
got his actual direction of how he entered his order. 
By the Judge : Let it go in. 
A. It appears to be the handwriting of J ndge Morton. 
By Mr. Greear: Will you read everything on that line writ-
ten by Judge Morton 7 
By the Witness: "Wilmer Whited guilty 2nd degree mur-
der, twenty years in pen. Hearing on motion to 
page 35 } set aside verdict set for February 13, 1939. To 
be released under bond of $5,000.00, pending hear~ 
ing on motion to set aside verdict.'' Then the notation: '' Con-
tinued as to Jeff Flanary and J. W. Sturgill.'' · 
By Judge Bond: We want to introduce that part of the 
Docket. 
By the Judge: Let it be introduced, showing the style of 
the case and then the notation made by me. Let that be 
copied into the record. 
( The following is a correct copy of the order as copied 
from '' Old Felony Docket, Wise Circuit Court'') : 
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''OLD FELONY DOCKET, WISE CIRCUIT COURT. 
1162 Greear-Commonwealth v. Jeff Flanary, 
Wilmer Whited a11d J. W. Sturgill. 
:Murder, Wilmer Whited guilty 2nd degree murder, 20 years 
in Pen. Hearing on motion to set aside verdict set for Feb-
ruary 13, 1939. To be released under bond of $5,000.00 pend-
ing hearing of motion to set aside verdict. Cont 'cl. as to Jeff 
Flanary and J. W. Sturgill." 
page 36 ~ RE-DIRECT EXAMIN.A.TION. 
By Mr. Greear: 
Ql. Piior to the time that you actually entered the order 
of February 2nd, I will ask you whether or not Judge Morton 
gave you any verbal directions with regard to that order f 
By Judge Bond: The foregoing question and any answer 
excepted to because the order itself is the best evidence. 
By the Judge: Let him answer. · 
A. The best I remember, something was said about it and 
he indicated to me that it was done by agreement. 
By Jµdge Bond: The foregoing answer excepted to by 
counsel because irrelevant and immaterial and the Defendants 
move to strike the answer from the record. 
By the Judge : Motion overruled. 
page 37 ~ By J ndge Bond : Exception. 
Q2. When Judge Morton indicated to yon that it would be 
contfnued by agreement as to the other two defendants, is 
that the reason yon entered the order "continued generally"! 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Judge Bond: Same objection as above. 
By the Judge: Gentlemen, as I see the Statutes, the first 
calling of the case is not considered. In other words there 
would have to be three terms of Court passed aft.er the first 
calling. Now in this matter the records show that at the first 
calling of the case, which is not counted, the case was continued 
by the Commonwealth; that was April 6, 1937, at the time the 
indictment was returned; on August 6, 1937, the case was con-
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tinned! on behalf of the Commonwealth; on November 5, 1937, 
it was continued on behijlf of defendants; on April 9, 1938, 
there was a severance. Up to that time the the 
page 38 r cases were all under one indictment. At the re-
quest of the defendants the severance was made 
and the Commonwealth elected to try Whited. It was a mis-
trial and that case and the cases against Flanary and Sturgill 
were continued. The record doesn't speak as to why they 
were continued. The Statute does say that in counting those 
three terms that you would not count the term where there 
was a mistrial. Of course, this mistrial was merely as to 
Whited, but it involved the same thing and the same reasons 
would apply for a continuance of the Flanary and Sturgill 
case as would apply for a continuance of the Whited case 
at that term since there had been a mistrial. Therefore, I 
don't think that order would count. 
By Judge Bond: There was no mistrial as to Sturg'ill and 
Flanary. 
By the Judge: No, sir, but the Statute reads 
page 39 r that in counting three terms of Court that there is 
excepted from that any term there is a mistrial. 
The reason for that, as I get it, is if you have a mistrial the 
same jury can't try him again at that term. Therefore, the 
Statute seems to be based that where there is a mistrial there 
would be a continuance. While the Flanary and Sturgill cases 
were not tried, the Whited case, involving the same thing, 
was tried, and there was a mistrial, and there would be the 
same reasons for those two cases being continued as for the 
Whited case to be continued. Therefore, that term would not 
be counted as one of the three. 
Now, on August 10, 1938, the cases were continued for the 
defendants; and, on February 2, 1939, the cases were con-
tinued generally. 
I construe that "continued generally" means continued 
without prejudice to either side, by consent of both sides. 
Therefore, that woulcln 't count. 
There has only been one continuance on behalf of the Com-
monwealth since the Court in which the indictments were re-
turned. 
page 40 ~ Therefore, I will have to refuse to discharge the 
defendants or either of them. 
By Judge Bond: The Defendants, by counsel, except to the 
ruling of the Court in refusing to discharge the defendants 
on the grounds that there have been three continuances after 
26 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
they were held in Court, for none _of the reasons specified in 
Section 4926 of the Virginia Code, and signify their intention 
to appeal to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia from 
the ruling of the Court in refusing to discharge the defendants 
from their recognizance and custody, and ask for sixty days 
in which to formulate and present Bills of Except.ions to the 
Court. 
page 41 ~ COPIES OF ORDERS INTRODUCED BY COUN-
SEL FOR DEFENDANTS, A.ND 
MADE AP ART OF THE 
RECORD. 
Virginia: 
Circuit Court of Wise County on Monday the 22nd day of 
March, in the year of our Lord Nineteen Hundred Thirty-
seven. 
Present: The Honorable H. A. W. Skeen, Judge. 
The Grand Jury this day appeared in Court pursuant to 
their adjournment on last Vil ednesday and again retired to 
their room to further consider of their presentments arid in-
dictments, and after some time returned into Court having 
found the following indictments, each of which was endorsed 
"A True Bill, P. D. Greever, Foreman", to-wit: 
Commonwealth 
v. 
Jeff Flanary, Wilmer Whited and John "\V. Sturgill. 
INDICTMENT FOR MURDER. 
And the Grand Jury having finished the work before them 
were thereupon adjourned. 
Virginia: 
Circuit Court of Wise County on Tuesday the 6th day of 
April in the year of Our Lord Nineteen Hundred Thirty-seven. 
Present: The Honorable H. A. W. Skeen, Judge. 
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· Commonwealth, Plaintiff, 
page 42.~ v. 
Jeff Flanary, Wilmer ·whited and John W. Stur-
gill, defendants. 
INDICTMENT FOR MURDER 1162. 
On motion of the attorney for the Commonwealth, each of 
the' above cases are hereby continued. 
Virginia: 
Circuit Court of Wise County on Friday the 6th day of 
Augu·st, in the year of our Lord Nineteen Hundred Thirty-
seven. 
'.Present: The Honorable H. A. W. Skeen, Judge. 
Commonwealth, Plainti~, 
v. 
Jeff Flanary, Wilmer Whited and John W. Sturgill, Defend-
ants. 
INDICTMENT FOR MURDER 1162. 
On motion of the attorney for the Commonwealth, this case 
is continued. 
Virginia: 
Circuit Court of Wise County on Friday the 5th day of 
November in the year of our Lord Nineteen Hundred Thirty-
seven. 
Commonwealth, Plaintiff, 
page 43} v. . 
Jeff Flanary, Wilmer Whited and John W. Stur-. 
gill, defendants. 
INDICTMENT FOR MURDER 1162. 
On motion of the defendants_ by their attorney, this case is 
continued for the defendants. 
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Virginia: 
Circuit Court of Wise County on Thursday the 7tb day of 
April, in the year of our Lord Nineteen Hundred Thirty-eight. 
Present: The Honorable H. A. W. Skeen, Judge. 
Commonwealth, Plaintiff, 
'V. 
Jeff ;F1anary, Wilmer "\Vhited and John W. Sturgill, Defend-
ants. 
INDICTMENT FOR MURDER 1162. 
This day came tlrn Commonwealth by its attorney and each 
of the defendants appeared in Court in person and were repre-
sented by counsel. Whereupon the defendants elected to be 
tried separately, and the Commonwealth elected to try first 
the defendant, Wilmer Whited, who was thereupon arraigned 
and entered in person a plea of not guilty to plaintiff's in-
dictment. A panel of twenty jurors free from ·exceptions not 
being obtained from those summoned by the Sheriff, 
page 44} and in attendance upon the Court, from the original 
writ of venire facias, a panel of twenty jurors free 
from exceptions was completed from those summoned by the 
Sheriff from the second writ of venfre facias issued by the 
Clerk of this Court pursuant to the order of the Judge of this 
Court, from which panel the Commonwealth struck four and 
the defendant struck four, which was done alternately, the 
Commonwealth beginning, the remaining twelve constituting 
the jury for the trial of the defendant, to-wit: S. M. Shelton, 
Elbert Short, A. W. Stanley, W. H. Hubbard, B. H. Bowman, 
Irvine Scott, L. H. Herndon, C. C. Clark, C. H. Burdette, 
J. I. Sutton, Rufus E. Wells and Dewey Bolling, who were 
duly sworn the truth of and upon the premises to speak, and 
heard opening statement of counsel and the evidence adduced 
in chief by the Commonwealth, thereupon the defendant, by 
counsel, moved the Court to strike from the consideration of 
. thP. jury the evidence of the Commonwealth for reasons stated 
in the record, which motion was argued by counsel and which 
motion the Court, being advised, overruled, to which action 
of the Court in overruling its motion the defendant, by coun-
sel, duly excepted. 
Thereupon the jury was given in charge of W. C. BolJing, 
Sheriff of Wise County, and Henry Orr, his deputy, unto 
whom was administered the following oath: 
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page 45 ~ ''You shall keep this jury together and not con-
verse with them about this case yourselves nor 
allow any other person to converse or communicate with them 
about this case and cause them to appear in Court tomorrow 
morning at nine o'clock. 
1Virginia: 
Circuit Court of Wise County on Saturday the 9th day of 
April in the year of our Lord Nineteen Hundred Thirty-
eight. 




I~DICTMENT FOR MURDER 1162. 
This day again came t4e Commonwealth by its attorney and 
the defendant appeared irt Court in his ovln proper person 
and by counsel, and the jury sworn in this case appeared in 
Court in charge of W. C. Bolling, Sheriff of this County, and 
Henry Orr, his deputy, pursuant to their adjournment on yes-
terday, and after being instructed by the Court and hearing 
argument of counsel retired to their room to consider of 
their verdict, and after some tim~ returned into Court, and 
not having agreed upon a verdict, and declaring that they 
could not agree, S. M. Shelton, one of the jurors, 
page 46 ~ was withdrawn, and the others from the rendering 
of a verdict were thereupon discharged. 
And this case is continued. 
Virginia: 
Circuit Court of Wise County on Saturday the 9th day of 
April in the year of our Lord Nineteen Hundred Thirty-
eight. 
Present: The Honorable H. A. ,v. Skeen, Judge. 
Commonwealth, Plaintiff, 
v. 
Jeff Flanary and John W. Sturgill, Defendants. 
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INDICTMENT FOR MURDER 1162. 
This case is hereby continued. 
Virginia: 
Circuit Court of Wise County on Friday the 27th day of 
January in the year of our Lord Nineteen Hundred and 
Thirty-nine. · 
page 47 r Present: The Honorable George Morton, Judge. 
Commonwealth, Plaintiff, 
v. 
Wilmer Whited, Defendant. 
INDICTMENT FOR MUR.DER 1162. 
This day came again the Commonwealth by its attorney 
and the defendant appeared in Court in his own proper per-
son and the Jury sworn in this case appeared in Court in 
charge of Henry Orr and Rufus A. Dotson, Deputy Sheriffs 
of this County, pursuant to their adjournment on yesterday, 
and after hearing the remainder of the argument by counsel 
retired to their room to consider of their verdict, and after 
some time returned into Court having found the following 
verdict, to-wit: "We the Jury find the defendant guilty of 
second degree murder a11d fix his punishment at 20 Twenty 
years in the Penitentiary. Foreman, G. W. Beverly.'' 
Thereupon, the def cndant, by counsel, moved the Court to 
set aside the verdict of the jury and grant him a new trial, and 
asked leave of the Court to prepare his motion and the grounds 
the ref or and to file the same in writing. And the defendant 
is given until the 13th day of February, 1939, to file his said 
motion and the grounds therefor. And this case is contimied 
until that date. 
· Whereupon the defendant moved the Court to grant him 
bail and the Court sustains the defendant's said 
page 48 r motion and fixes the penalty of his bond at $5,-
000.00. Then came the defendant, Wilmer Whited, 
with E. H. McConnell, B. F. Sluss and Tiny Sluss as his sure-
ties; and they and each of them acknowledged themselves in-
debted to the Commonwealth of Virginia in the just and full 
sum of $5,000.00 to be levied of their goods and chattels, lands 
and tenements, for the benefit of the said Commonwealth to be 
rendered, ancl each waived the benefit of their homestead 
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exemptions as to the collection of this obligation; this obliga-
tion to be void if the said Wilmer Whited,,,who stands indicted 
for murder in this Court, shall appear in this Court on the 13th 
day of February, 1939, at 9 o'clock A. M., to answer the charge 
against him, and shall surrender himself into the custody of 
the Court and remain therein from day to day and term to 
term as the case may be passed or continued on the docket, 
until the :final disposition of the said case. 
Virginia: 
~ 
Circuit Court of Wise County on Wednesday, the 10th clay 
of August in the year of our Lord Nineteen Hundred Thirty-
eight. 
page 49 } Present: The Honorable H. A. W. Skeen, Judge. 
Commonwealth, Plaintiff, 
v. 
Jeff Flanary, Wilmer Whited and J olm W. Sturgill, Defend-
ants. 
INDICTMENT FOR MURDER 1162. 
On motion of the defendants, by counsel, this case is hereby 
continued for tl1e defendants. 
Virginia: 
Circuit Court of Wise County on Thursday the 2nd day of 
February in the year of our Lord Nineteen Hundred Thirty-
nine. 
Present: The Honorable George Morton, Judge. 
Commonwealth, Plaintiff, 
v. 
Jeff Flanary & J. W. Sturgill, Defendants. 
INDICTMENT FOR MURDER 1162. 
This case is hereby continued generally. 
page 50 ~ _ EXHIBIT NO. 1, C. I. FULLER. 
Filed April 21, 1939. 
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Virginia: 
Circuit Court of Wise County in recess February 18, 1937 .. 
On tbis, February 18th, 1937, in the recess of the Court, 
came Wise County, by its Commonwealth Attorney, and 
showed to the Court that a doubt exists and a dispute has 
arisen as to the true bounda1y line between Wise County 
and Scott County. That the section or part of the boundary 
line so in dispute is that part of said boundary line desctibed 
in the Acts of the Assembly of 1856, establishing Wise County, 
as a straight line from the Ca.mp . Rock, south of High Knob, 
to the Pole Fenee on Little Powell's Mountain, in the line 
between Scott and Lee Counties. 
Wherefore, in consideration of the premises, and in pur-
suance o:f Section 2685 of the Code of Virginia, the Court does 
hereby appoint P. D. Greever, C. W. Reese and Lacy Meador, 
all resident freeholders of Norton, Wise County, Virginia, 
Commissioners for Wise County, who sha11 meet with the 
commissioners appointed by the Circuit Court of Scott County 
and ascertain and establish the true boundary line between 
Scott County and Wise County, along that part of the line 
above mentioned, as provided in Section 2685 of 
page 51 r the Code of Virginia; and said Commissioners shall 
report their actions hereunder, to this Court, at its 
March, 1937, term thereof. 
You will please enter this order, this February 18th, 1937. 
H. A .. ,v. SKEEN, Judge. 




At a Circuit Court of the County of Wise at the Courthouse 
of said Court in said County, on Monday tbe"19th day of July 
in the year 9f our Lord one thousand, nine hundred and thirty-
seven and in one hundred and sixty-second year of the Com-
monwealth. 
Present: The Honorable H. A. W. Skeen, Judge. 
Wise County, Plaintiff, 
'V. 
Scott County, Defendant. 
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PETITION TO ASCERTAIN AND ESTABLISH 
BOUNDARY LINE. 
It appearing that this is an action to ascertain the boundary 
line between Scott and Wise County and the Plaintiff county's. 
petition in this case was duly filed in the Clerk's Office of this 
Court on the 7th day of July, 1937; and that legal and timely 
service of said petition and notice of hearing thereon return-
able in this Court on the 19th day of July, 1937, 
page 52 r was duly accepted by E. H. Richmond, Cominon:-
wealth's Attorney for Scott County, on the 6th · 
day of July, 1937; in consideration whereof, and on motion 
of the Plaintiff County, by the Attorney for the Common-
wealth of said County, it is ordered that this case be set for 
trial in the Circuit Court of Wise County on Thursday the 
29th day of July, 1937, at 9 o'clock A. M., said case to be tried · 
by a Court composed of the Judge of the Circuit Court of 
Wise County, the petitioning County, and the Judge of the 
Circuit Court of Scott County, the defendant County, and a 
Judge of some Circuit. Court of this State remote from said 
Counties as provided in Section 2685 of the Code of Virginia 
of 1936. 
A~d the Clerk of this Court is directed to certify a copy 
of this order to the Hou. E. T. Carter, Judge of the Circuit 
Court of Scott County; and to certify a copy of said order to 
his Excellency Georg·e C. Peery, Governor of Virginia, who is 
hereby requested to designate the Judge of some Circuit Court 
remote from ·wise and Scott ·counties to preside with· the 
Judges of the Circuit Courts of "'\iVise County and Scott County 
at the trial of this case set for hearing at the Court House 
of Wise County on the 29th day of July, 1937, as aforesaid. 
page 53 } Virginia: 
Circuit Court of Wise County on Wednesday the 28th day 
of July in the year of our Lord Nineteen Hundred and thirty-
seven. 
Present: The Honorable H. A. W. Skeen, Judge. 
COM:MONvYEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 
TO ALL WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME-
GREETING: 
Know ye, that I, Geo. C. Peery, Governor of the Common-
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wealth of Virginia by virtue of authority vested in me by law, 
do hereby designate Honorable T. L. Keister, Judge of the 
Circuit Court of Roanoke County, to preside in the Circuii 
Court of Wise County, beginning Thursday, July 29, 1937, to 
hear the petition of Wise County v. Scott County (Petition 
to Ascertain and Establish Boundary Line), together with 
Honorable H. A. W. Skeen, Judge of the Circuit Court of 
Wise County, and Honorable E. T. Carter, Judge of the Cir-
cuit_ Court of Scott County, as provided by Section 2685 of the 
Code of Virginia. 
Given under my hand and under the Lesser Seal of the 
Commonwealth, at Richmond, this 28th day of July, in the 
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred a11d 
page 54 ~ thirty-seven and in the 162nd year of the Common-
wealth. 
(Seal) 
By the Governor : 
PETER SAUNDERS, 
GEO. C. PEERY, 
Governor of Virginia. 
Secretary of the Commonwealth. 
A Copy Teste : 
E. B. McELROY, Clerk. 
Virginia: 
Circuit Court of Wise County on Friday the 30th day of 
July in the year of our Lord Nineteen Hundred and Thirty-
seven. 
Present: The Honorable H. A. W. Skeen, T. L. Keister and 
E. T. Carter, Judges. 
Wisc County, Petitioner, 
v. 
Scott County, Defendant. 
ORDER. 
Petition to establish and ascertain a portion of the true 
boundary between Scott and Wise County designated irt the 
Act of the General Assembly of 1856, establishing Wise 
County, as a straight line .from what is called the Camp Rock 
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to the Pole fence on Little Powells Mountain on the dividing 
line between Lee and S-cott Counties on the petition 
page 55 ~ of Wise County and the answer of .Scott County 
and replications thereto, the case being heard be-
fore the Hon. H . .A. W. Skeen, Judge of the Circuit Court of 
Wise County, Hon. E.T. Carter, Judge of the Circuit Court 
of Scott County and Hon. Thurston L. Keister, Judge of the 
Circuit Court of Roanoke County, a Judge designated by the 
Governor of Virginia, to sit in the case, and on the hearing 
of the case, on testimony of witnesses and documentary evi-
dence on the part of Wise County, and also on the testimony 
of witnesses and .documentary evidence on the part of Scott 
County, and the Court, after having duly considered. the whole 
record, is of opinion, and doth so adjudge, and order, and doth 
ascertain that the true boundary line between Scott and Wise 
Counties, at the point in controversy, is a straight line from 
the Camp Rock south of the High Knob to a cliff formation, 
known as the Pole fence, on top of Little Powells Mountain, 
at the intersection of Little Powells Mountain and the Pole 
fence ridge, through which . cliff formation at present a road 
has been blown from the cliffs. · 
· It is further adjudged and ordered by this Court that E. V. 
St. Martin, County Surveyor of Scott County and Geo. B. Tay-
lor, .a practical surveyor and civil engineer of Wise County, 
be, and they are hereby designated and appointed to run 
the line from the Camp Rock to the cliff formation known as 
Pole fence as above ascertained and mark with a suitable per-
manent marker, at the Pole fence cliff the terminu~, 
,page 56 ~ that they lay down said line by distances, metes 
and bounds and that they also make a suitable and 
permanent marker at the point known as Camp Rock; that 
said surveyors make a plat and report of same, and file a 
copy of same in the Clerk's Office of Scott County and in the 
Clerk ,s Office of Wise County that the Clerk of Scott County 
and Wise County each record and index said report in the 
deed book in the name of Scott-Wise County line. 
It is further adjudged and ordered that the costs in this 
case be paid one-half by Wise County, the petitioner, and 
one-half by Scott County, the defendant, and that the addi-
tional cost of running said line establishing the markers, pre-
paring and filing the reports and plats by E. V. St. Martin and 
Geo. B. Taylor, be paid by the two counties, Scott County to 
pay one-half of said cost and Wise County to pay the oth~r 
one-half thereof; Wise County to pay all of said costs and to 
be repaid one-half thereby by Scott County. 
It is· further adjudged that the cost of Mrs. Ruth M. Lewis, 
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reporter, in reporting the case, be taxed up along with the 
other costs and paid by the counties jointly. 
The Commissione·rs shall be paid $10.00 per day, respec-
tively, for their se-l'v-ices. 
page 57 } MEMORANDUM. 
Scott County feeling itself aggrieved by the decision of the 
Court in this case, and signifying its intention to appeal to 
the Supreme Court of Appeals, sixty days is given the De-
fendant to get up and present its Bill of Exceptions, until 
which time the Judgment of this Court is suspended. 
E. T. CARTER, 
H. A. W. SKEEN, 
THURSTON L. KEISTER. 
It is ordered that the Hon. T. L. Keister, Judge of the Cir-
cuit Court of Roanoke County be allowed the sum of $42.60 
for presiding two days in the Circuit Court of Wise County, 
in the case of Wise County, Plaintiff aga,inst Scott County, 
Defendant, which amount is hereby certified to the Treasurer 
of· Wise County for payment from the General Fund of said 
County. 
T. L. KEISTER. 
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Scott County .. 
ORDER. 
This day Mtne the parties, by their attorneys, and the De-
fendant1 Scott County, by connsel, tendered to the Judges 
sitting· m the case, for signatures, a stenographic report of 
testimony and other inciqents of the trial in this case, and 
Certificate of Exception~ and, it appearing to the said 
Judges, in writing, that ]red B. Greear, Commonwealth At-
torney, £or Wise County, has had reasonable notice that said 
stenographic report of testimony and other incidents of the 
trial, and Certificate of Exceptions, would be presented at 
J.M. Sturgill & Jeff Flanary v. Commonwealth. 3f 
this time and place to the Judges fo·r their signatures, the 
said stenographic report of testimony and other incidents of 
the trial, and Certificate of Exceptions, was on this the 25th 
day of September, 1937, within sixty days from the time 
final judgment herein was entered, received, signed and 
sealed by the said J udg·es, and ordered to be made a part of 
the record in this case. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 
E. T. CARTER, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 




In the Supreme Court of Appeals held at the Library Build-
ing in the City of Richmond on Wednesday the 2nd day of 
March, 1938. 
The petition of Scott County for a writ of error and super-
sedeas to a judgment rendered by the Circuit Court of Wise 
County on the 30th day of July, 1937, in a certain proceeding 
then therein depending, where Wise County was plaintiff and 
the said petitioner was defendant, having been maturely con-
sidered and a transcript of the record of the judgment afore-
said ~een and inspected, the court being of opinion that the 
said judgment is plainly right, doth reject said petition and 
refuse said writ of error and su,persedeas, the effect of which 
is to affirm the judgment of the said circuit court . 
.A. copy, Teste: 
M. B. WATTS, Clerk. 
page 60 ~ Virginia : 
Circuit Court of Wise County on Friday the 21st day of 
April in the year of our Lord Nineteen Hundred Thirty-Nine. 
Present: The honorable George Morton, ;Judge. 
Commonwealth, Plaintiff, 
v . 
.J. l\L Sturgill and Jeff Flanary, Defendants. 
INDICT:MENT FOR :MUR,DER. 
This day came again the Commonwealth by its attorney 
and the defendants appeared in Court by counsel and moved 
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'the Court to dismiss the indictment in this case against them 
for reasons· set forth in their written pleas filed herein on 
the 5th day of April, 1939. 
And the Court after hearing evidence on the motion and 
the argument· of counsel, and being maturely advised, is of 
opinion that the defendants' plea is not sustained by the evi-
dence and the record in this case, and that the defendants' 
said motion should be overruled. 
It is therefore considered bv the Court that the defend-
ants' said motion be, and the same is hereby overruled; and 
that the defendants' said plea be stricken from the record in 
this case; to which action of the Court the defendants, by 
counsel, duly and properly excepted. And the defendants, 
expressing themselves aggrieved by the action of 
page 61 ~ the Court in overruling their said motion, and sig-
nifying their intention of applying to the Supreme 
Court of Appeals, or a Judg·e thereof in vacation, for a writ 
of error to said judgment, on motion of their attorneys, are 
g·iven sixty days from this date in which to file their bills of 
exceptions in this Court. , 
pag·e 62~ CERTIFICATE. 
The undersigned, Georg·e Morton, Judge of the Circuit 
Court of Wise County, hereby certifies that the· foregoing 
stenographic report and transcript of the testimony, and 
other incidents of the trial and hearing of the motion in the 
above-entitled case of J. M. Sturgill and Jeff Flanary a.ds 
Commonwealth of Virginia, hereto attached, embracing, as 
it does, all testimony adduced at the hearing of said mo-
tion, objections to testimony, exceptions to rulings thereon; 
and also embracing and setting out the opinion of the Court 
on the hearing of said motion, and the refusal of the Court 
to discharge the said defendants, or either of them, from 
further prosecution, and the exception of the defendants, by 
counsel, to the action of the Court in ref using to discharge 
the said defendants, and each of them, from further prosecu-
ti<~n, was th~s day presented t? the undersigned Judge of 
said Court, m the recess of said Court, for authentication; 
and it appearing that the attorney for the. Commonwealth 
ha~ had a reasonable notice in writing- of this application, 
which ~e ac.cepte~, and that the stenographic report and 
transcript appearmg to be correct, full and complete in all 
r~spects, it is hereby certified and authenticated as ·a true 
transcrif)t of all of the proceedin~s had upon the trial of said 
motion, and the same is transmitted to the Clerk of said 
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Court to be filed with and made a part of the record in said 
case. 
This the 31st day of May, 1939 . 
.GEORGE MORTON, 
Judge of the Circuit Court for Wise County. 
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County of ,vise, To-wit: 
I, Chas. I. Fuller, a deputy for E. B. McElroy, Clerk of 
the Circuit Court for the State and County aforesaid, do 
certify that the foregoing is a true transcript of the record 
in the. case of the Commonwealth agOA1nst J. M. Sturgill and 
Jeff Flanary as appears from the original records on file in 
the said Clerk's Office. 
I further certify that Fred B. Greear, Attorney for the 
Commonwealth for Wise Countv has had due notice of the 
intention of the defendants in this case to apply to the Clerk 
of this Court for a transcript of record in said case for an 
appeal. 
Given under my hand this the 9th day of August, 1939. 
CHAS. I. FULLER, . 
Deputy Clerk, Circuit Court Wise County, Virginia. 
A Copy-Teste: 
M. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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